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(54) Title: IN-APPLICATION RECOMMENDATION OF DEEP STATES OF NATIVE APPLICATIONS

(57) Abstract: A method (800) includes receiving a request (102) from a user device (150) executing a native application (160). The request indicates an accessed state of the native application (160) to which the native application is set. The method includes identifying one or more categories (214) of the accessed state of the native application and recommended application resource identifiers (104) based on features of the accessed state. Each of the recommended application resource identifiers references a different state of a native application. When a native application is selected by the user, the method includes setting the native application to the different state. For each of the application resource identifiers, the method includes identifying one or more recommended categories of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier and determining whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier.
IN-APPLICATION RECOMMENDATION OF DEEP STATES OF NATIVE APPLICATIONS

BACKGROUND
[0001] Mobile device users are increasingly relying on functionality provided in native applications instead of their web application counterparts. For example, rather than login to a website to obtain information via a web browser of the mobile device, a user can quickly access a native application on the mobile device. This saves the user from having to launch the web browser, enter a URL, access the web application, enter the login information, wait for the webpage to load, and then obtain the information. Furthermore, many native applications can provide functionalities that their counterpart web applications cannot.

SUMMARY
[0002] One aspect of the disclosure provides a method for in-application recommendation of deep states of native applications. The method includes receiving, at a processing device via a network, a request from a user device executing a native application indicated in the request. The request indicates an accessed state of the native application to which the native application is set. The method also includes identifying, at the processing device, one or more categories of the accessed state of the native application and identifying, at the processing device, a plurality of recommended application resource identifiers based on features of the accessed state. Each of the recommended application resource identifiers references a different state of a native application of a plurality of native applications. When a native application is selected by the user, the method includes setting the one native application to the different state. The plurality of applications includes the native application indicated by the application state indicator. For each of the recommended application resource identifiers, the method includes identifying, by the processing device, one or more recommended categories of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier and determining, by the processing device, whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier based on features of the accessed state and features of the state of the application. The determination includes at least one of the one or more categories of the accessed state and one or
more recommended categories of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier. When the different state is to be recommended, the method further includes providing, by the processing device and via the network, the recommended application resource identifier to the user device in recommendation results.

[0003] Implementations of the disclosure may include one or more of the following optional features. In some implementations, the request includes an application resource identifier that, when selected by a user, sets the native application to the accessed state. Determining whether to recommend the different state by the recommended application resource identifier includes determining a score of the recommended application resource identifier based on the features of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier, including the one or more recommended categories, and the features of the accessed state, including the one or more categories, wherein the determination to recommend the different state is based on the score. Additionally or alternatively, the request further includes a geo-location of the user device and the score of each recommended application resource identifier is further based on the geo-location.

[0004] Determining the score of each recommended application resource identifier includes retrieving an accessed state recommendation record from a plurality of recommendation records based on a resource identifier indicating the accessed state and the accessed state recommendation record stores features of the accessed state. The method further includes retrieving a recommendation record storing the recommended application resource identifier from a plurality of recommendation records based on one or more features stored in the recommendation record and one or more features stored in the accessed state recommendation record. Each recommendation record of the plurality of recommendation records respectively defines features of a different state of one of a plurality of native applications. The method further includes determining the score of the recommendation record based on the features stored in the recommendation record and the features stored in the accessed state recommendation record.

[0005] Retrieving the accessed state recommendation record may include determining whether the accessed state recommendation record is stored among the plurality of recommendation records. When the accessed state record is not stored among the plurality of recommendation records, the method includes obtaining data associated with the accessed state
of the native application from the native application and generating the accessed state recommendation record. The method further includes storing the accessed state recommendation record among the plurality of recommendation records and retrieving the accessed state recommendation record. Each of the recommendation records includes a plurality of fields that respectively define the one or more features of the defined state, each field having a weight attributed thereto. The weight is attributed to the feature defined in the field, and wherein the score of recommended application resource identifier is further based on the weights attributed to the one or more features defined in the recommendation record of the recommended application resource identifier.

[0006] The recommendation record may include one or more request parameters. The request parameters define a number of application resource identifiers to include in the recommendation results and/or types of application resource identifiers to include in the recommendation results. At least one of the application resource identifiers may be used to access a sponsored state of an application. At least one of the application resource identifiers may further be used to access a state of a different native application.

[0007] Another aspect of the disclosure provides a recommendation engine for in-application recommendation of deep states of native applications. The recommendation engine includes a network interface device that communicates with external devices over a network, a storage device storing a recommendation data store and a processing device that executes computer readable instructions. Each recommendation record respectively corresponds to a different state of one of a plurality of native applications and stores an application resource identifier to access the state of the native application. When the computer readable instructions are executed by the processing device, the processing device receives, via a network, a request from a user device executing a native application indicated in the request. The request indicates an accessed state of the native application to which the native application is set. The instructions further cause the processing device to identify, at the processing device, one or more categories of the accessed state of the native application and to identify a plurality of recommended application resource identifiers based on features of the accessed state defined in an accessed state recommendation record corresponding to the accessed state and stored in the recommendation data store. Each of the recommended application resource identifiers references a different state of one of the plurality of native applications and, when selected by the user, setting the referenced native
application to the different state. The plurality of applications includes the native application indicated by the application state indicator. For each of the recommended application resource identifiers, the instructions cause the processing device to identify one or more recommended categories of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier and determine whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier based on features of the accessed state and features of the state of the application. The determination includes at least one of the one or more categories of the accessed state and one or more recommended categories of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier. When the different state is to be recommended, the recommendation engine provides the recommended application resource identifier in recommendation results to the user device in the network.

[0008] This aspect may include one or more of the following optional features. The request may include an application resource identifier that, when selected by a user, sets the native application to the accessed state. Determining whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier includes determining a score of the recommended application resource identifier based on features of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier, including the one or more recommended categories, and the features of the accessed state, including the one or more categories, and wherein the determination to recommend the different state is based on the score. Additionally or alternatively, the request may include a geo-location of the user device and the score of each recommended application resource identifier is further based on the geo-location.

[0009] Determining the score of each recommended application resource identifier may include retrieving the accessed state recommendation record from the recommendation data store based on an accessed state resource identifier indicating the accessed state. The accessed state recommendation record stores features of the accessed state. Determining the score further includes retrieving a recommendation record storing the recommended application resource identifier from the recommendation data store based on one or more features stored in the recommendation record and one or more features stored in the accessed state recommendation record. The recommendation engine further includes determining the score of the recommendation record based on the features stored in the recommendation record and the features stored in the accessed state recommendation record. Retrieving the accessed state
recommendation record further includes determining whether the accessed state recommendation record is stored among the plurality of recommendation records. When the accessed state record is not stored among the plurality of recommendation records, the recommendation engine includes obtaining data associated with the accessed state of the native application from the native application, generating the accessed state recommendation record, storing the accessed state recommendation record among the plurality of recommendation records and retrieving the accessed state recommendation record.

[0010] In some implementations, each of the recommendation records includes a plurality of fields that respectively define the one or more features of the defined state, each field having a weight attributed thereto. The weight is attributed to the feature defined in the field, and wherein the score of recommended application resource identifier is further based on the weights attributed to the one or more features defined in the recommendation record of the recommended application resource identifier. The recommendation request may further include one or more request parameters. The request parameters define a number of application resource identifiers to include in the recommendation results and/or types of application resource identifiers to include in the recommendation results. At least one of the application resource identifiers may be used to access a sponsored state of an application. At least one of the application resource identifiers may also be used to access a state of a different native application.

[0011] The details of one or more implementations of the disclosure are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other aspects, features, and advantages will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012] FIGS. 1A and 1B are schematics illustrating an example environment of a recommendation engine that receives recommendation requests from user devices.

[0013] FIG. 1C is a schematic illustrating example components of a recommendation engine.

[0014] FIG. 1D is a schematic illustrating example components of a user device.

[0015] FIGS. 2A and 2B are schematics illustrating examples of a recommendation record.

[0016] FIGS. 3A-3G are schematics illustrating example graphical user interfaces displayed by a native application configured to recommend different states of native applications.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating an example set of operations for issuing a recommendation request to a recommendation engine.

FIGS. 5-8 are flow charts illustrating example sets of operations for handling a recommendation request and recommending one or more states of native applications.

FIG. 9 is a schematic view of an example computing device executing any systems or methods described herein.

Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring now to FIGS. 1A-1D, a recommendation engine 100 is a collection of one or more computing devices that receives recommendation requests 102 from any number of user devices 150. In particular, a user device 150 executes a native application 160 that is configured to issue the recommendation request 102 to the recommendation engine 100. A native application 160 may be an application developed by a third party (e.g., a party that is different than the party that develops/provides the recommendation engine 100) where at least a portion of the computer readable instructions that deliver the functionality of the application are installed on and executed by the user device 150. A recommendation request 102 can refer to an electronic request that the native application 160 transmits to the recommendation engine 100 that requests content (e.g., content that relates to the state of the native application currently being accessed or may be relevant to the user). In response to the recommendation request 102, the recommendation engine 100 identifies one or more application resource identifiers 104 to recommend to the user of the user device 150 based on the contents of the recommendation request 102. An application resource identifier 104 may refer to a string of characters (e.g., letters, numbers, and/or symbols) that identifies a state of a native application 160. An application resource identifier may include a reference to a native application 160 and one or more operations for the user device 150 (e.g., the native application 160 and/or operating system 170 of the user device) to perform in order to access a state specified by the application resource identifier 104. For example, the application resource identifier 104 may include a reference to a native application 160, a domain name, and a path to be used by the native application 160 to retrieve and display information to the user. In this way, an application resource identifier 104 may be embedded in a user selectable recommended link (referred to as a "recommended link"
(e.g., 164-1, 164-2), such that when a user selects (e.g. presses on) the recommended link, the user device 150 sets the native application indicated by the application resource identifier 104 to the state indicated by application resource identifier 104.

[0022] The recommendation engine 100 can transmit a recommended application resource identifier 104 to the user device 150, along with any other pertinent data (e.g., an icon of the native application, a name of the application, and/or a description of the state of the application referenced by the application resource identifier), in a recommendation object 166. A recommendation object 166 may include a set of instructions and/or data that a native application can render into a user selectable link 164. The native application 160 that issues the recommendation request 102 receives the recommendation object 166 and renders the recommendation object 166 into a recommended link 164. When the user selects the recommended link 164, the user device 150 sets a native application 160 to a state indicated by the application resource identifier 104. The application resource identifier 104 can link to a different state of the requesting native application 160, a state of a different native application 160, and/or to a digital distribution platform 190 where the user can download the linked to native application. Furthermore, in some implementations, a recommendation object 166 can contain instructions for rendering a video pre-roll (e.g., a video that automatically plays within the user selectable link). In some implementations, the recommendation engine 100 transmits the one or more recommendation objects 166 in a recommendation result set 168. The recommendation result set 168 can include additional data and/or instructions that allow the native application 160 to render and display the recommended links 164. For example, the recommendation result set 168 can include a layout file that defines the look and feel of the area that displays the recommended links 164 (e.g., fonts, font sizes, size of the card on which the links are displayed, etc.).

[0023] The user device 150 issues recommendation requests 102 to the recommendation engine 100 based on the activity of the user (e.g., states of applications accessed by the user). The user device 150 receives the recommendation result set 168 and displays the recommended links 164 to a user. FIG. ID illustrates example components of a user device 150. In the illustrated example, the user device 150 includes a processing device 152, a storage device 154, a network interface device 156, and a user interface device 158. The user device 150 may include other components not explicitly depicted.
The processing device 152 includes memory (e.g., RAM and/or ROM) that stores computer readable instructions and one or more processors that execute the computer readable instructions. In implementations where the processing device 152 includes two or more processors, the processors can execute in a distributed or individual manner. The processing device 152 may execute a native application 160 that includes a native application module 162, any number of other native applications 160, a web browser 172, and an operating system 170, all of which may be embodied as computer readable instructions. The operating system 170 acts as an interface between the processing device 152 and the higher level applications 160, 172.

The storage device 154 includes one or more computer readable mediums (e.g., hard disk drive and/or flash memory). The storage device 154 can store the computer readable instructions that make up the native applications 160, the web browser 172, and the operating system 170. The network interface 156 includes one or more devices that are configured to communicate with the network. The network interface 156 can include one or more transceivers for performing wired or wireless communication. Examples of the network interface 130 can include, but are not limited to, a transceiver configured to perform communications using the IEEE 802.11 wireless standard, an Ethernet port, a wireless transmitter, and a universal serial bus (USB) port. The user interface 158 includes one or more devices that receive input from and/or provide output to a user. The user interface 158 can include, but is not limited to, a touchscreen, a display, a QWERTY keyboard, a numeric keypad, a touchpad, a microphone, and/or speakers.

The processing device 152 executes a native application 160 configured with a native application module 162. The native application module 162 is a set of computer readable instructions embedded (e.g., by the developer) in the native application 160. In some implementations, the developers utilize a software developer kit (SDK) provided by the provider of the recommendation engine 100 to implement the native application module 162. When the user accesses a state of the native application 160 that calls the native application module 162, the native application module 162 generates a recommendation request 102 based on the state of the native application that is currently being accessed (referred to as the "accessed state"). An example recommendation request 102 can define a state of the native application 160 and can further define additional parameters that may be used by the recommendation engine 100 to make recommendations. In some implementations, the native application module 162 determines an application resource identifier 104 of the accessed state and includes the
application resource identifier 104 in the recommendation request 102. The native application module 162 may further request a geolocation of the user device 150 from the operating system 170 of the user device 150, which the native application module 162 includes in the recommendation request 102. Further, in some implementations, the native application module 162 can include user information (which the user has agreed to share, such as age, gender, and/or preferences) in the recommendation request 102. Additionally or alternatively, the native application module 162 can include request parameters in the recommendation request. Request parameters can include any type of data that relates to the contents of the request 102. Examples of request parameters include, but are not limited to, a number of recommendation objects 166 to include in the recommendation results 168 and the types of links to include (e.g., only to the requesting native application, to other native applications, to advertisements, etc.). The native application module 162 transmits the recommendation request 102 to the recommendation engine 100.

[0027] The recommendation engine 100 receives a recommendation request 102 and identifies one or more application resource identifiers 104 that are relevant to the recommendation request 102. In some implementations, the recommendation engine 100 transmits the one or more application resource identifiers 104 to the user device 150 in one or more recommendation objects 166. FIG. 1C illustrates example components of a recommendation engine 100. In the illustrated example, the recommendation engine 100 includes a processing device 110, a storage device 120 that stores a recommendation data store 122. The user device 150 may include other components not explicitly depicted.

[0028] The processing device 110 can include memory (e.g., RAM and/or ROM) that stores computer executable instructions and one or more processors that execute the computer executable instructions. In implementations of two or more processors, the processors can operate in an individual or distributed manner. In these implementations, the processors can be arranged in a single computing device or across multiple computing devices (e.g., rack-mounted servers). The processing device 110 can execute a recommendation module 112 and a record generation module 114, both of which are embodied as computer executable instructions. The processing device 110 can execute additional components not explicitly depicted.

[0029] The network interface device 130 includes one or more devices that can perform wired or wireless (e.g., WiFi or cellular) communication. Examples of the network interface
device 130 include, but are not limited to, a transceiver configured to perform communications using the IEEE 802.11 wireless standard, an Ethernet port, a wireless transmitter, and a universal serial bus (USB) port.

[0030] The storage device 120 can include one or more computer readable storage mediums (e.g., hard disk drives and/or flash memory drives). The storage mediums can be located at the same physical location or at different physical locations (e.g., different servers and/or different data centers). The storage device 120 stores a recommendation data store 122. The recommendation data store 122 stores recommendation records 200 (which are discussed in further detail below).

[0031] FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate examples of a recommendation record 200. A recommendation record 200 may include, for example, a record ID 202, record information 204, and an application resource identifier 104. A recommendation record 200 corresponds to a particular state of a native application. Put another way, each recommendation record 200 identifies a unique state or function of one of a plurality of possible native applications 160. The record ID 202 uniquely identifies the recommendation record 200 from other recommendation records 200. In some implementations, the record ID 202 can be an integer or string. The application resource identifier 104 is the application resource identifier 104 of the state of the native application defined by the recommendation record 200. In some implementations, the recommendation record 200 can further store application resource identifiers 104 to access a digital distribution platform, whereby the state defined by the application resource identifier 104 is where the native application 160 defined in the recommendation record 200 can be downloaded.

[0032] The record information 204 can store any information that is pertinent to the state of the native application corresponding to the recommendation record 200. In some implementations, the record information 204 includes, but is not limited to, an application name 210, a title 212 of the state, one or more categories/subcategories 214, state data 216, and a state date 218. The application name 210 is the name provided to the application by the application developers. The title 212 is the title which is provided to the state by the application provider or any other party. For example, if the state of a native application 160 is an article, the title 212 of the state may be the title of the article. In another example, if the state of a native application 160 is a page where a product is displayed and may be purchased by a user, the title 212 may
include the name of the product. The one or more categories/subcategories 214 are tags that may be applied to the recommendation record 200 that identify a type of the state. For example, if the state of the native application 160 is an article reviewing a Thai Restaurant in Detroit Michigan, the category 214 may define "Restaurant Review" and the subcategories 214 may define "Thai Restaurant Review," "Michigan Restaurant Review," "Detroit Restaurant Review," etc. The categories/subcategories 214 may be assigned to the record 200 by a human or may be extracted using known or later developed extraction/classification techniques. In the later scenario, a clustering module (not shown) may cluster (e.g., k-nearest neighbor clustering, k-means clustering, bi-clustering, etc.) the state data with state data of other previously classified application states to identify potential categories/subcategories 214. State data 216 may define any data or metadata of the state of the native application. For example, the state data 216 may include the text contained within the state of the native application, any keywords associated with the state of the application, any metadata tags applied to the state of the native application, a popularity of the state of the native application, or any other suitable information. The date 218 may define the date on which the state of the native application was initially made public or published. The foregoing list is an example of a recommendation record 200. Additional or alternative types of data may be stored in a recommendation record 200 without departing from the scope of the disclosure.

[0033] Referring back to FIGS. 1A - ID, the record generation module 114 generates the recommendation records 200. In particular, the record generation module 114 indexes content from different native applications. The record generation module 114 may include one or more crawlers that crawl native applications, or in some cases, web applications (e.g., websites) that correspond to native applications (e.g., the web version of a native application). Additionally or alternatively, an application provider may provide access to the various states of a native application (e.g., a data dump), whereby the record generation module 114 analyzes and indexes the provided data. The record generation module 114 can format the data in an app-specific format. For example, each application or set of applications may have its own app-specific ontology that is used to classify and/or tag the data that is entered in the recommendation records 200. An application specific ontology may define the manner by which record information 204 is formatted in a recommendation record 200. For example, the ontology may define how to format the application name 210, the title 212, the state data 216, and the application resource
identifier 104, as well as the possible categories/subcategories 214 that can exist in a particular application. The ontology may be machine-learned and/or can be developed in conjunction with the application developers.

[0034] The recommendation module 112 accesses the recommendation records 200 to determine which application resource identifiers 104 to recommend in response to a recommendation request 102. The recommendation module 112 generates the recommendation results 168 based on the identified application resource identifiers 104 and transmits the recommendation results 168 to the user device 150.

[0035] In operation the recommendation module 112 receives a recommendation request 102 from a user device 150 via a network. The recommendation request 102 can include an application resource identifier 104 of the accessed state (e.g., the state of the native application that the user device 150 is currently accessing) and/or a record ID corresponding to the accessed state. The recommendation request 102 may further include recommendation parameters, which define the type of recommendations the system should make. The recommendation module 112 can access the recommendation data store 122 using the application resource identifier 104 or the record ID contained in the recommendation request 102, whereby the recommendation module 112 obtains the recommendation record 200 of the received application resource identifier 104 or record ID. In some scenarios, the received application resource identifier 104 may not have been indexed by the record generation module 114. For instance, if the accessed state defines newly published content (e.g., a current newspaper article), there may be no corresponding recommendation record 200 in the recommendation data store 122. In these scenarios, the recommendation module 112 may call the record generation module 114 using the application resource identifier 104 that was received in the recommendation request 102. The record generation module 114 can generate a new recommendation record 200 corresponding to the accessed state in real-time, such that the recommendation module 112 can retrieve the newly generated recommendation record 200.

[0036] In some implementations, the recommendation module 112 identifies recommendation records 200 that are similar to the retrieved recommendation record 200. For example, the recommendation module 112 can search the recommendation data store 122 for recommendation records that match one or more categories or subcategories with the retrieved recommendation records. Additionally or alternatively, the recommendation module 112 can
search the recommendation data store 122 for recommendation records 200 that match one or more keywords stored in the state data 216. The recommendation module 112 can include any identified recommendation records 200 in a consideration set of records. The consideration set of records may contain the records 200 themselves, or the record ID of each identified recommendation record 200.

[0037] The recommendation module 112 may score each record 200 identified in the consideration set of records. The score of a recommendation record 200 identified in the consideration set can be indicative of a degree of relatedness between the recommendation record 200 and the recommendation record 200 corresponding to the recommendation request 102. In some implementations, the recommendation records 200 are structured to include a plurality of fields, so that the recommendation module 112 can compare the values of the same fields. For example, the recommendation module 112 may compare the values in app-specific fields and/or data between the two states to determine if there is a relation. For example, for a cooking related application, each article contained in the application may have a respective recommendation record 200 and may include fields which identify, a name 210 of the application, a title 212 of the article, a category 214 of the cuisine to which the article relates, a subcategory 214 of the cuisine, and the ingredients discussed in the article. The fields within a recommendation record 200 may have weights assigned thereto, such that a greater emphasis is given to fields having greater weights. For instance, with respect to the cooking application, greater emphasis may be provided to the category 214 or subcategory 214 of the cuisine as compared to the ingredients (i.e., keywords) discussed in the article. In some implementations, the hierarchy of weights from greatest to least is subcategory, category, state data, title, etc. For example, a match of subcategories 214 may be worth a first amount of points (e.g., 10 points), a match of categories 214 may be worth a second amount of points (e.g., 6 points), a match in keywords in the state data 216 may be worth a third amount of points (e.g., 1 point), etc. In these implementations, the record generation module 114 scores each recommendation record 200 based on the amount of matches and the value or weights associated with each type of matching field. Furthermore, the weighting scheme that is applied to each field may depend on the recommendation record 200 identified in the recommendation request 102. For instance, a recommendation request 102 that identifies a state of a cooking application may place greater emphasis on subcategory matches, whereas a recommendation request 102 that identifies a state
of a news application may place a greater emphasis on keyword matches. The recommendation module 112 may take any suitable information into account when determining the score. For example, the recommendation module 112 may take into account categories, subcategories, keywords contained in the state data 216, geolocation of the user device 150, a geolocation pertinent to the application, similarity in content of the states, and data indicating the age of the respective states (e.g., the date on which the content was first published). The recommendation module 112 can score the records in any other suitable manner.

[0038] In some implementations, the recommendation module 112 can filter the consideration set according to the recommendation parameters contained in the recommendation request 102. For instance, the recommendation request 102 may require that any recommended states be within the native application from which the recommendation request 102 was issued. In this example, only recommendation records that correspond to the native application 160 issuing the recommendation request 102 are included in the consideration set. In another example, a recommendation request 102 may require that the recommended states must be sponsored states (e.g., an advertised state within a native application). In this example, only recommendation records 200 that define sponsored states are included in the consideration set. [0039] The recommendation module 112 can rank the scored recommendation records indicated by the consideration set. The recommendation module 112 can select the N highest ranked recommendation records 200 to base recommendations on. N is an integer value greater than or equal to one. The value of N can be a default value or can be included in the recommendation request 102. If, for example, N = 2, then the recommendation module 112 can select the two highest scored recommendation records on which the recommendation results 168 are based, provided the two highest scoring recommendation records 200 comply with the recommendation parameters defined in the recommendation request 102. [0040] In some implementations, the recommendation module 112 accesses a lookup table using the application resource identifier 104 and/or the record ID 202 contained in the recommendation request 102. In these implementations, the lookup table may store the recommended application resource identifiers 104 in relation to each indexed application resource identifier 104 and/or record ID 202. In this way, the lookup table outputs a set of recommended application resource identifiers 104 upon receiving an application resource identifier 104 or record ID 202 as input. In some of these implementations, the recommended
application resource identifiers 104 may be pre-ranked. In these implementations, the recommendation module 112 would not need to score each corresponding recommendation record 200 prior to selecting which recommendation records 200 on which the recommendation results 168 are to be based.

[0041] Once the recommendation module 112 has selected which recommendation records 200 on which to base the recommendation results 168, the recommendation module 112 generates the recommendation results 168 based on the selected recommendation records 200. In some implementations, the recommendation module 112 can generate a recommendation object 166 for each selected recommendation record 200. The recommendation module 112 can use a template to generate the recommendation object 166. The recommendation module 112 can insert the application resource identifier 104, any visual data (e.g. icons or images), and/or textual data (e.g., a description of the recommended state) in the result object 168. In some implementations, the recommendation module 112 obtains the visual data and the textual data from the corresponding recommendation record 200. Furthermore, in some implementations, the recommendation module 112 includes an application resource identifier to a state of a digital distribution platform where the linked to application 160 can be downloaded. In these implementations, the user can download the native application 160 using a recommendation link so that the recommended state of the native application 160 can be accessed. The recommendation module 112 transmits the recommendation results 168 to the user device 150 via the network.

[0042] The operating system 170 of the user device 150 receives the recommendation results 168 containing the recommendation objects 166 and routes the recommendation results 168 to the native application 160, which are processed by the native application module 162. The native application module 162 renders one or more recommended links 164 based on the one or more received recommendation objects 166. The recommended links 164 are displayed in the graphical user interface of the native application.

[0043] FIGS. 3A-3G illustrate examples of a native application displaying recommended links 164. In the illustrated example of FIG. 3A, the processing device 152 of the user device 150 is executing a native news application 160 (e.g., the CNN news application provided by the Turner Broadcasting System division of Time Warner, Inc.). In the illustrated example, the accessed state is a news article regarding the best states to retire in (an article entitled "The Best
States To Retire In Are A Little Surprising"). In this example, the article contains text which describes different areas in the United States for a retiree to live in. In FIG. 3B, the user has scrolled down to the bottom of the page, where the native news application 160 is displaying two recommended links 164a, 164b. In this example, both recommended links 164 link to other states within the native news application 160. For example, the first link 164a links to a first recommended state that is another article that lists the "Top 10 Virginia Attractions," and the second link 164b links to a second recommended state that is another article that lists a "Virginia Travel Guide."

In the example of FIG. 3C, the user has scrolled down to the bottom of the "The Best States To Retire In Are A Little Surprising" article, where the native news application 160 is displaying two recommended links 164c, 164d. In this example, the first recommended link 164c links to a first state within the native news application 160 currently being executed ("Top 10 Virginia Attractions"). The second recommended link 164d links to a second recommended state of a different native application 160 that identifies "Restaurants in Virginia." In this example, the second recommended link 164d includes an embedded application resource identifier that identifies a different native application. For instance, if the application is called "Restaurant Lister" the application resource identifier 104 may be in an application-specific format for the application (e.g., restaurantlister://United-States.Virginia). In this example, the native application module 162 of the native news application 160 may have requested links to any native application 160 and the recommendation engine 100 may have identified the "Restaurants in Virginia" state of the "Restaurant Lister" application as one of the two most relevant recommendations.

In the example of FIG. 3D, the user has scrolled down to the bottom of the "The Best States To Retire In Are A Little Surprising" article, where the native news application 160 is displaying two recommended links 164e, 164f. In this example, the first recommended link 164e links to a first state within the native news application 160 currently being executed ("Top 10 Virginia Attractions"). The second recommended link 164f links to a sponsored state of a different native application 160. A sponsored state is a state of a native application 160 where a third party has agreed to exchange a monetary value in exchange for an action being performed with respect to the state. For instance, the third party has agreed to pay money in exchange for
the recommended link being displayed or being clicked on. In the illustrated example, the sponsored state is an article entitled "When should I start saving?"

[0046] In FIG. 3E, the user has scrolled down to the bottom of the "The Best States To Retire In Are A Little Surprising" article, where the native news application 160 is displaying two recommended links 164g, 164h. In this example, the first recommended link 164g links to a first application state within the native news application 160 currently being executed ("Top 10 Virginia Attractions"). The second recommended link 164h links to a digital distribution platform, whereby the user can download the "Restaurant Lister" native application 160 from the digital distribution platform. In particular, the recommended link 164h indicates that the user can download the "Restaurant Lister" native application for free. When the user selects this recommended link, the user device 150 can launch the native application 160 that accesses the digital distribution platform and access the state of the digital distribution platform that provides the "Restaurant Lister" native application 160 for download. The user device 150 utilizes an application resource identifier 104 that identifies the digital distribution platform native application and the application state corresponding to the "Restaurant Lister" native application 160 within the digital distribution platform application. In some implementations, the native application module 162 can query the operating system 170 with a name or identifier of a native application indicated in a recommended application resource identifier to determine whether the application is installed on the user device 150. In some implementations, if the native application 160 is not installed, the native application module 162 requests the application resource identifier 104 to the digital distribution platform and generates the link to the digital distribution platform based thereon. In other implementations, the application resource identifier 104 of the state of the digital distribution platform is embedded in the received recommendation object 166, whereby the native application module 162 utilizes the application resource identifier 104 to generate the link to the digital distribution platform.

[0047] In some situations the native application 160 is not installed on the user device 150 and the user elects to download the native application 160 using the link 164 to the digital distribution platform. In this situation the native application module 162 can instruct the operating system 170 to launch the downloaded native application 160 upon completion of the download and to access the recommended state using the recommended application resource identifier 104 that identifies the recommended state. Techniques for automatically opening the
recommended link of the newly installed native application 160 are now described. Initially, the
native application module 162 may receive a target application package name and application
resource identifier in the recommendation object 166. In response to the user selection of the
link to the digital distribution platform, the operating system 170 launches the digital distribution
platform application and sets the state thereof to the state where the application can be
downloaded. The user can elect to download the native application 160. The native application
module 162 is configured to detect when the newly downloaded native application 160 has been
installed. Put another way, the native application module 162 "listens" to determine whether the
application is installed. Once the native application is installed, the operating system 170 (e.g. at
the instruction of the native application module 162) sets the newly installed native application
160 into the state specified by the application resource identifier of the recommended link to the
native application 160, which was not initially installed.

[0048] FIG. 3F illustrates another example of a GUI that may be displayed by the native
application executing the native application module 162. In the illustrated example, the
recommended links 164 (not shown) may be obscured in the GUI, unless the user elects to view
the obscured links 164. In particular, the user can select (e.g., swipe) a graphical user interface
element to see the recommended links. In this example, the user can swipe a displayed bar 300
upwards to see the recommended links 164. Additionally, or alternatively, the user can swipe up
on the display on a portion not overlaying the displayed bar 300 to see the recommended links
164.

[0049] FIG. 3G illustrates an example where the native application module 162 can display
recommended links 164 to media contents in the displayed recommendations. In this example,
the user can select the recommended link 164i to view a video. The link 164 may include a
video pre-roll, whereby the user can view the video within the GUI being displayed by the native
application. In these implementations, the native application module 162 may access another
application to obtain the video pre-roll, so that the video pre-roll is viewable within the GUI of
the native application 160.

[0050] FIGS. 3A-3G are provided for example and to provide context. Additional and
alternative information may be displayed in a link 164. For example, a link 164 may display an
application name, an application developer, ratings, or any other suitable information.
Furthermore, the arrangement, location, and sizing of the links 164, as well as the elements displayed therein, may be altered without departing from the scope of the disclosure.

[0051] Referring now to FIG. 4, an example set of operations for a method 400 for displaying recommended states is illustrated. The method 400 may be executed by a native application 160 executing on the processing device 152 of a user device 150.

[0052] At operation 410, the native application 160 sets itself to an accessed state. An accessed state may be any accessible state of the native application 160 and the contents depend on the functionality of the application itself. For example, an accessed state may be a specific news article, a level of a game, a review of a particular restaurant, a listing of restaurants in a specific city, etc. Under most scenarios, the native application 160 sets itself into a state in response to a user action (e.g., the user selects the accessed state).

[0053] At operation 412, the native application module 162 generates a recommendation request 102. The native application module 162 can determine the accessed state and any relevant user data. The native application module 162 can be triggered when the accessed state is accessed. The native application module 162 obtains the application resource identifier 104 of the accessed state and inserts the application resource identifier 104 in a recommendation request 102. The native application module 162 can further determine any relevant user data, such as a geolocation of the user device 150, a username of the user, and a platform of the user device 150. The native application module 162 can insert the user data in the recommendation request 102. The native application module 162 may further include recommendation parameters, such as a number of links 164 to include in the recommendation results 168 and the types of links 164 to include in the recommendation results (e.g., to states of the native application 160, states of any native applications 160, to sponsored ads, etc.). In some implementations, the recommendation parameters are hard coded in the native application module 162.

[0054] At operation 414, the native application module 162 transmits the recommendation request 102 to the recommendation engine 100. At operation 416, the native application module 162 waits until it receives recommendation results 168. At operation 418, the native application module 162 generates the user selectable recommendation links 164 based on the received recommendation results 168. In some implementations, the native application module 162 generates a recommended link 164 based on a corresponding recommendation object 166. The recommendation object 166 includes the application resource identifier 104 of a native
application. The native application module 162 can render a recommended link 164 based on the application resource identifier 104, the visual data included in the recommendation object 166, and textual data contained in the recommendation object 166. The native application module 162 can display the generated recommended links 164 in a location designated by the application provider (e.g., bottom, top, right-hand side, in-line, etc.). In some implementations, the native application module 162 determines whether a linked-to native application 160 is installed on the user device 150 and if it is not, the native application module 162 can generate a link to a digital distribution platform instead of a link to the recommended state. In these implementations, the native application module 162 can request an application resource identifier to the digital distribution platform and to a state where the user can download the native application. The native application module 162 can generate a recommended link 164 to the digital distribution based on the application resource identifier received in response to such a request.

At operation 420, the native application 160 waits for user input (i.e., a selection of a link). If/when the user selects a recommended link 164, the native application initiates accessing the state indicated by the recommended link 164, at operation 422. If the recommended link 164 links to a state within the native application, the native application 160 can set itself to the new state. If the state is of another application, the native application 160 can transmit an instruction or request to the operating system 170 to launch the native application 160 indicated by the application resource identifier 104 to the recommended state. If the selected recommended link 164 is to a digital distribution platform 180, the native application 160 can provide an instruction or request to the operating system 170 to launch the digital distribution platform application and to set the state to the state where the user can download the native application 160 indicated by the recommended link 164.

FIG. 5 illustrates an example set of operations for a method 500 for recommending one or more states of one or more native applications 160. The method 500 is executed by the processing device of the recommendation engine 100.

At operation 510, the recommendation module 112 receives a recommendation request 102 via the network 195. The recommendation request 102 can include an application resource identifier 104, user data (e.g., a geolocation), and/or request parameters. The recommendation module 112 determines the contents of the recommendation request 102.
At operation 512, the recommendation module 112 identifies one or more application resource identifiers 104 for recommendation. Initially, the recommendation module 112 retrieves a recommendation record 200 from the recommendation data store 122 corresponding to the received application resource identifier 104 using the received application resource identifier 104. The recommendation module 112 can identify recommendation records 200 of other states of applications based on the contents of the retrieved recommendation record 200. For example, the recommendation module 112 can retrieve recommendation records 200 from the recommendation data store 122 that have more than a minimum number of matching values in the fields of the records 200 (e.g., matching application name, categories, subcategories, or keywords). The result is a consideration set of records. Furthermore, the recommendation module 112 can limit the membership of the consideration set based on the recommendation parameters.

At operation 514, the recommendation module 112 scores and ranks the records 200 in the consideration set of records. According to some implementations, the recommendation module 112 can score the retrieved records 200 based on the matches between the matching values in the various fields of the records 200. For example, the score can be based on matches of subcategories 214, categories 214, application name 210, and/or keywords defined in the state data 216. The better quality of the matches, the higher the score of the recommendation record 200. The recommendation module 112 can rank the recommendation records 200 based on their respective scores.

At operation 516, the recommendation module 112 generates recommendation results 168 based on the ranked set of recommendation records 200 and transmits the records to the user device 150. The recommendation module 112 can select the N highest ranked recommendation records 200. The value of N may be a default value or a value defined in the recommendation parameters. The recommendation module 112 can generate recommendation objects 166 for each record 200 selected for inclusion in the recommendation results 168 based on the resource identifier 104 defined in the record 200, and additional data that may be obtained from the record 200 (e.g., application name, a description of the state, and an icon of the native application). In this way, each recommendation object 166 may be rendered into a user selectable recommended link 164. The recommendation module 112 can transmit the collection of recommendation objects 166 to the user device 150 in the recommendation results 168.
FIG. 6 illustrates an example set of operations for a method 600 for recommending one or more states to one or more native applications 160. In some scenarios, a recommendation request 102 includes an application resource identifier 104 of a state that is not yet indexed in recommendation record 200. For example, a new news article posted in an application may not yet be indexed by the recommended engine 100 when the native application module 162 transmits a recommendation request 102. According to the method of FIG. 6, the recommendation engine 100 can identify recommended states to a user device accessing a not yet indexed accessed state. The method 600 is executed by a processing device of the recommendation engine 100.

At operation 610, the recommendation module 112 receives a recommendation request 102 via the network 195. The recommendation request 102 can include an application resource identifier, user data (e.g., a geolocation), and/or request parameters. The recommendation module 112 decodes the recommendation request to identify the contents thereof.

At operation 612, the recommendation module 112 determines whether there is a recommendation record 200 in the recommendation data store 122. If there is, the recommendation module 112 retrieves the recommendation record 200 and the method continues to operation 616, otherwise the method continues to operation 614.

At operation 614, the record generation module 114 generates a new recommendation record 200 based on the application resource identifier 104 received in the recommendation request 102. The record generation module 114 can analyze (e.g., scrape and/crawl) the native application at the accessed state. During the analysis, the record generation module 114 can identify categories, subcategories, keywords, the contents of the native application at the state, a name of the application, and a title of the accessed state. In some implementations, the record generation module 114 can utilize an app specific ontology to create the recommendation record 200. The record generation module 114 can store the newly generated recommendation record 200 in the recommendation data store 122.

At operation 616, the recommendation module 112 identifies one or more application resource identifiers 104 for recommendation based on the application resource identifier 104 of the accessed state. The recommendation module 112 retrieves a recommendation record 200 corresponding to the received application resource identifier 104 from the recommendation data.
store 122 using the received application resource identifier 104. In some scenarios, the recommendation module 112 retrieves the newly generated recommendation record 200. The recommendation module 112 can identify recommendation records 200 of other states of applications based on the contents of the retrieved recommendation record 200. For example, the recommendation module 112 can retrieve recommendation records 200 from the recommendation data store 122 that have more than a minimum number of matching values in the fields of the records 200 (e.g., matching application name, categories, subcategories, or keywords). The recommendation module 112 includes the identified recommendation records in a consideration set of records. Furthermore, the recommendation module 112 can limit the membership of the consideration set based on the recommendation parameters.

At operation 618, the recommendation module 112 scores and ranks the records 200 in the consideration set of records. According to some implementations, the recommendation module 112 can score the retrieved records 200 based on the matches between the matching values in the various fields of the records. For example, the score can be based on matches of subcategories, categories, application name, and/or keywords. The better quality of the matches, the higher the score of the recommendation record 200. The recommendation module 112 can rank the recommendation records 200 based on their respective scores.

At operation 620, the recommendation module 112 generates recommendation results 168 based on the ranked set of recommendation records 200 and transmits the records to the user device 150. The recommendation module 112 can select the N highest ranked recommendation records 200. The value of N may be a default value or a value defined in the recommendation parameters. The recommendation module 112 can generate recommendation objects 166 for each record 200 selected for inclusion in the recommendation results 168 based on the resource identifier 104 defined in the record, and additional data that may be obtained from the record (e.g., application name, a description of the state, and an icon of the native application). In this way, each recommendation object 166 may be rendered into a user selectable recommended link 164. The recommendation module 112 can transmit the collection of recommendation objects 166 to the user device 150 in the recommendation results 168.

FIG. 7 illustrates an example set of operations for a method for recommending sponsored states of native applications. A sponsored state is a state where a third party has agreed to provide some form of payment in exchange for traffic being directed to a native
application. The method 700 is executed by a processing device of the recommendation engine 100.

[0069] At operation 710, the recommendation module 112 receives a recommendation request 102 via the network 195. The recommendation request 102 can include an application resource identifier 104 of an accessed state, user data (e.g., a geolocation), and/or request parameters. In some scenarios, the request parameters indicate that sponsored states are required and/or allowed in the recommendation results 168. The recommendation module 112 identifies the contents of the recommendation request.

[0070] At operation 712, the recommendation module 112 determines whether the recommendation request 102 includes a request for sponsored states and/or permits sponsored states. If so, the recommendation module 112 identifies one or more recommendation records 200 in the recommendation data store a) based on the received application resource identifier and b) that correspond to sponsored states, as shown at operation 714. As previously discussed, the recommendation module 112 can identify recommendation records 200 from the recommendation data store 122 based on the content of the respective recommendation records and the recommendation record 200 corresponding to the received application resource identifier (e.g., based on matches in fields of the sponsored recommendation records 200 and the recommendation record corresponding to the received application resource identifier). The recommendation module 112 can include the identified recommendation records 200 in the consideration set of records.

[0071] At operation 716, the recommendation module 112 identifies one or more application resource identifiers for recommendation based on the application resource identifier of the accessed state. The recommendation module 112 retrieves a recommendation record 200 corresponding to the received application resource identifier 104 from the recommendation data store 122 using the received application resource identifier 104. The recommendation module 112 can identify recommendation records of other states of applications based on the contents of the retrieved recommendation record 200. For example, the recommendation module 112 can retrieve recommendation records 200 from the recommendation data store 122 that have more than a minimum number of matching values in the fields of the records 200 (e.g., matching application name, categories, subcategories, or keywords). The result is a consideration set of records. Furthermore, the recommendation module 112 can limit the membership of the
consideration set based on the recommendation parameters. For example, if the recommendation parameters require that all the recommended links must be sponsored links, the recommendation module 112 can remove any recommendation records from the consideration set that do not define sponsored states.

[0072] At operation 718, the recommendation module 112 scores and ranks the records 200 in the consideration set of records. According to some implementations, the recommendation module 112 can score the retrieved records 200 based on the matches between the matching values in the various fields of the records. For example, the score can be based on matches of subcategories, categories, application name, and/or keywords. The better quality of the matches, the higher the score of the recommendation record 200. The recommendation module 112 can rank the recommendation records 200 based on their respective scores.

[0073] At operation 720, the recommendation module 112 generates recommendation results 168 based on the ranked set of recommendation records 200 and transmits the records to the user device 150. The recommendation module 112 can select the N highest ranked recommendation records 200. The value of N may be a default value or a value defined in the recommendation parameters. The recommendation module 112 can generate recommendation objects 166 for each record 200 selected for inclusion in the recommendation results 168 based on the resource identifier 104 defined in the record 200, and additional data that may be obtained from the record 200 (e.g., application name, a description of the state, and an icon of the native application). In this way, each recommendation object 166 may be rendered into a user selectable recommended link. The recommendation module 112 can transmit the collection of recommendation objects 166 to the user device 150 in the recommendation results 168.

[0074] FIG. 8 illustrates a method 800 for in-application recommendation of deep states of native applications. At step 810, the method 800 includes receiving, at a processing device 152 via a network 195, a request 102 from a user device 150 executing a native application 160 indicated in the request 102. The request 102 indicates an accessed state of the native application 160 to which the native application 160 is set. At step 812, the method 800 also includes identifying, at the processing device 152, one or more categories 214 of the accessed state of the native application 160 and at step 814 identifying, at the processing device 152, a plurality of recommended application resource identifiers 104 based on features of the accessed state. Each of the recommended application resource identifiers 104 references a different state
of a native application 160 of a plurality of native applications 160. When a native application 160 is selected by the user, the method 800 includes setting the one native application 160 to the different state. The plurality of applications includes the native application 160 indicated by the application state indicator. At step 816, for each of the recommended application resource identifiers 104, the method 800 includes identifying, by the processing device 152, one or more recommended categories 214 of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier 104 and at step 818 determining, by the processing device 152, whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier 104 based on features of the accessed state and features of the state of the application. The determination includes at least one of the one or more categories 214 of the accessed state and one or more recommended categories 214 of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier 104. At step 820, when the different state is to be recommended, the method 800 further includes providing, by the processing device 152 and via the network 195, the recommended application resource identifier 104 to the user device 150 in recommendation results 168.

[0075] In some implementations, the request 102 includes an application resource identifier 104 that, when selected by a user, sets the native application 160 to the accessed state. Determining whether to recommend the different state by the recommended application resource identifier 104 includes determining a score of the recommended application resource identifier 104 based on the features of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier 104, including the one or more recommended categories 214, and the features of the accessed state, including the one or more categories 214, wherein the determination to recommend the different state is based on the score. Additionally or alternatively, the request 102 further includes a geo-location of the user device 150 and the score of each recommended application resource identifier 104 is further based on the geo-location.

[0076] Determining the score of each recommended application resource identifier 104 includes retrieving an accessed state recommendation record 200 from a plurality of recommendation records 200 based on a resource identifier indicating the accessed state and the accessed state recommendation record 200 stores features of the accessed state. The method 800 further includes retrieving a recommendation record 200 storing the recommended application resource identifier 104 from a plurality of recommendation records 200 based on one or more
features stored in the recommendation record 200 and one or more features stored in the accessed state recommendation record 200. Each recommendation record 200 of the plurality of recommendation records 200 respectively defines features of a different state of one of a plurality of native applications 160. The method 800 further includes determining the score of the recommendation record 200 based on the features stored in the recommendation record 200 and the features stored in the accessed state recommendation record 200.

[0077] Retrieving the accessed state recommendation record 200 may include determining whether the accessed state recommendation record 200 is stored among the plurality of recommendation records 200. When the accessed state record is not stored among the plurality of recommendation records 200, the method includes obtaining data associated with the accessed state of the native application 160 from the native application 160 and generating the accessed state recommendation record 200. The method 800 further includes storing the accessed state recommendation record 200 among the plurality of recommendation records 200 and retrieving the accessed state recommendation record 200. Each of the recommendation records includes 200 a plurality of fields that respectively define the one or more features of the defined state, each field having a weight attributed thereto. The weight is attributed to the feature defined in the field, and wherein the score of recommended application resource identifier 104 is further based on the weights attributed to the one or more features defined in the recommendation record 200 of the recommended application resource identifier 104.

[0078] The recommendation request 102 may include one or more request parameters. The request parameters define a number of application resource identifiers 104 to include in the recommendation results 168 and/or types of application resource identifiers 104 to include in the recommendation results 168. At least one of the application resource identifiers 104 may be used to access a sponsored state of an application. At least one of the application resource identifiers 104 may further be used to access a state of a different native application 160.

[0079] FIG. 9 is schematic view of an example computing device 900 that may be used to implement the systems and methods described in this document. The computing device 900 is intended to represent various forms of digital computers, such as laptops, desktops, workstations, personal digital assistants, servers, blade servers, mainframes, and other appropriate computers. The components shown here, their connections and relationships, and their functions, are meant
to be exemplary only, and are not meant to limit implementations of the inventions described and/or claimed in this document.

[0080] The computing device 900 includes a processor 110, 152, 910, memory 920, a storage device 120, 154, 930, a high-speed interface/controller 940 connecting to the memory 920 and high-speed expansion ports 950, and a low speed interface/controller 960 connecting to low speed bus 970 and storage device 120, 154, 930. Each of the components 910, 920, 930, 940, 950, and 960, are interconnected using various busses, and may be mounted on a common motherboard or in other manners as appropriate. The processor 110, 152, 910 can process instructions for execution within the computing device 900, including instructions stored in the memory 920 or on the storage device 120, 154, 930 to display graphical information for a graphical user interface (GUI) on an external input/output device, such as display 980 coupled to high speed interface 940. In other implementations, multiple processors and/or multiple buses may be used, as appropriate, along with multiple memories and types of memory. Also, multiple computing devices 900 may be connected, with each device providing portions of the necessary operations (e.g., as a server bank, a group of blade servers, or a multi-processor system).

[0081] The memory 920 stores information non-transitorily within the computing device 900. The memory 920 may be a computer-readable medium, a volatile memory unit(s), or non-volatile memory unit(s). The non-transitory memory 920 may be physical devices used to store programs (e.g., sequences of instructions) or data (e.g., program state information) on a temporary or permanent basis for use by the computing device 900. Examples of non-volatile memory include, but are not limited to, flash memory and read-only memory (ROM) / programmable read-only memory (PROM) / erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM) / electronically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) (e.g., typically used for firmware, such as boot programs). Examples of volatile memory include, but are not limited to, random access memory (RAM), dynamic random access memory (DRAM), static random access memory (SRAM), phase change memory (PCM) as well as disks or tapes.

[0082] The storage device 120, 154, 930 is capable of providing mass storage for the computing device 900. In some implementations, the storage device 120, 154, 930 is a computer-readable medium. In various different implementations, the storage device 120, 154, 930 may be a floppy disk device, a hard disk device, an optical disk device, or a tape device, a flash memory or other similar solid state memory device, or an array of devices, including
devices in a storage area network or other configurations. In additional implementations, a computer program product is tangibly embodied in an information carrier. The computer program product contains instructions that, when executed, perform one or more methods, such as those described above. The information carrier is a computer- or machine-readable medium, such as the memory 920, the storage device 120, 154, 930, or memory on processor 110, 152, 910.

[0083] The high speed controller 940 manages bandwidth-intensive operations for the computing device 900, while the low speed controller 960 manages lower bandwidth-intensive operations. Such allocation of duties is exemplary only. In some implementations, the high-speed controller 940 is coupled to the memory 920, the display 980 (e.g., through a graphics processor or accelerator), and to the high-speed expansion ports 950, which may accept various expansion cards (not shown). In some implementations, the low-speed controller 960 is coupled to the storage device 120, 154, 930 and low-speed expansion port 970. The low-speed expansion port 970, which may include various communication ports (e.g., USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet, wireless Ethernet), may be coupled to one or more input/output devices, such as a keyboard, a pointing device, a scanner, or a networking device, such as a switch or router, e.g., through a network adapter.

[0084] The computing device 900 may be implemented in a number of different forms, as shown in the figure. For example, it may be implemented as a standard server 900a or multiple times in a group of such servers 900a, as a laptop computer 900b, or as part of a rack server system 900c.

[0085] Various implementations of the systems and techniques described here can be realized in digital electronic and/or optical circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially designed ASICs (application specific integrated circuits), computer hardware, firmware, software, and/or combinations thereof. These various implementations can include implementation in one or more computer programs that are executable and/or interpretable on a programmable system including at least one programmable processor, which may be special or general purpose, coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at least one input device, and at least one output device.

[0086] These computer programs (also known as programs, software, software applications or code) include machine instructions for a programmable processor, and can be implemented in
a high-level procedural and/or object-oriented programming language, and/or in assembly/machine language. As used herein, the terms "machine-readable medium" and "computer-readable medium" refer to any computer program product, non-transitory computer readable medium, apparatus and/or device (e.g., magnetic discs, optical disks, memory, Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor, including a machine-readable medium that receives machine instructions as a machine-readable signal. The term "machine-readable signal" refers to any signal used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor.

[0087] Implementations of the subject matter and the functional operations described in this specification can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer software, firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification and their structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them. Moreover, subject matter described in this specification can be implemented as one or more computer program products, i.e., one or more modules of computer program instructions encoded on a computer readable medium for execution by, or to control the operation of, data processing apparatus. The computer readable medium can be a machine-readable storage device, a machine-readable storage substrate, a memory device, a composition of matter effecting a machine-readable propagated signal, or a combination of one or more of them. The terms "data processing apparatus," "computing device" and "computing processor" encompass all apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, including by way of example a programmable processor, a computer, or multiple processors or computers. The apparatus can include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an execution environment for the computer program in question, e.g., code that constitutes processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database management system, an operating system, or a combination of one or more of them. A propagated signal is an artificially generated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or electromagnetic signal that is generated to encode information for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus.

[0088] A computer program (also known as an application, program, software, software application, script, or code) can be written in any form of programming language, including compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any form, including as a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A computer program does not necessarily correspond to a file in a file system. A
program can be stored in a portion of a file that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more
scripts stored in a markup language document), in a single file dedicated to the program in
question, or in multiple coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub
programs, or portions of code). A computer program can be deployed to be executed on one
computer or on multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites
and interconnected by a communication network.

[0089] The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be performed by one
or more programmable processors executing one or more computer programs to perform
functions by operating on input data and generating output. The processes and logic flows can
also be performed by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry,
e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application specific integrated
circuit).

[0090] Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way of
example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more processors of
any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a
read only memory or a random access memory or both. The essential elements of a computer are
a processor for performing instructions and one or more memory devices for storing instructions
and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from
or transfer data to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic,
magneto optical disks, or optical disks. However, a computer need not have such devices.
Moreover, a computer can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal
digital assistant (PDA), a mobile audio player, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, to
time just a few. Computer readable media suitable for storing computer program instructions
and data include all forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory devices, including by
way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory
devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto optical disks; and
CD ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be supplemented by, or
incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.

[0091] To provide for interaction with a user, one or more aspects of the disclosure can be
implemented on a computer having a display device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube), LCD (liquid
crystal display) monitor, or touch screen for displaying information to the user and optionally a
keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball, by which the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. In addition, a computer can interact with a user by sending documents to and receiving documents from a device that is used by the user; for example, by sending web pages to a web browser on a user's client device in response to requests received from the web browser.

One or more aspects of the disclosure can be implemented in a computing system that includes a backend component, e.g., as a data server, or that includes a middleware component, e.g., an application server, or that includes a frontend component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or a Web browser through which a user can interact with an implementation of the subject matter described in this specification, or any combination of one or more such backend, middleware, or frontend components. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communication network. Examples of communication networks include a local area network ("LAN") and a wide area network ("WAN"), an inter-network (e.g., the Internet), and peer-to-peer networks (e.g., ad hoc peer-to-peer networks).

The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other. In some implementations, a server transmits data (e.g., an HTML page) to a client device (e.g., for purposes of displaying data to and receiving user input from a user interacting with the client device). Data generated at the client device (e.g., a result of the user interaction) can be received from the client device at the server.

While this specification contains many specifics, these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of the disclosure or of what may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of features specific to particular implementations of the disclosure. Certain features that are described in this specification in the context of separate implementations can also be implemented in combination in a single implementation. Conversely, various features that are
described in the context of a single implementation can also be implemented in multiple implementations separately or in any suitable sub-combination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed combination may be directed to a sub-combination or variation of a sub-combination.

[0095] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order, this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multi-tasking and parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system components in the embodiments described above should not be understood as requiring such separation in all embodiments, and it should be understood that the described program components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single software product or packaged into multiple software products.

[0096] A number of implementations have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. Accordingly, other implementations are within the scope of the following claims. For example, the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a different order and still achieve desirable results.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method (800) comprising:
   receiving, at a processing device (152) via a network (195), a request (102) from a user device (150) executing a native application (160) indicated in the request (102), the request (102) indicating an accessed state of the native application (160) to which the native application (160) is set;
   identifying, at the processing device (152), one or more categories (214) of the accessed state of the native application (160);
   identifying, at the processing device (152), a plurality of recommended application resource identifiers (104) based on features of the accessed state, each of the recommended application resource identifiers (104) referencing a different state of a native application (160) of a plurality of native applications (160) and, when selected by the user, setting the one native application (160) to the different state, the plurality of applications including the native application (160) indicated by the application state indicator; and
   for each of the recommended application resource identifiers (104):
     identifying, by the processing device (152), one or more recommended categories (214) of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104);
     determining, by the processing device (152), whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104) based on features of the accessed state and features of the state of the application, including at least one of the one or more categories (214) of the accessed state and one or more recommended categories (214) of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104); and
     when the different state is to be recommended, providing, by the processing device (152) and via the network (195), the recommended application resource identifier (104) to the user device (150) in recommendation results (168).

2. The method (800) of claim 1, wherein the request (102) comprises an application resource identifier (104) that, when selected by a user, sets the native application (160) to the accessed state.
3. The method (800) of claim 1, wherein determining whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104) comprises determining a score of the recommended application resource identifier (104) based on the features of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104), including the one or more recommended categories (214), and the features of the accessed state, including the one or more categories (214), wherein the determination to recommend the different state is based on the score.

4. The method (800) of claim 3, wherein the request (102) further comprises a geo-location of the user device (150) and the score of each recommended application resource identifier (104) is further based on the geo-location.

5. The method (800) of claim 3, wherein determining the score of each recommended application resource identifier (104) comprises:
   retrieving an accessed state recommendation record (200) from a plurality of recommendation records (200) based on a resource identifier indicating the accessed state, the accessed state recommendation record (200) storing features of the accessed state;
   retrieving a recommendation record (200) storing the recommended application resource identifier (104) from a plurality of recommendation records (200) based on one or more features stored in the recommendation record (200) and one or more features stored in the accessed state recommendation record (200), each recommendation record (200) of the plurality of recommendation records (200) respectively defining features of a different state of one of a plurality of native applications (160); and
   determining the score of the recommendation record (200) based on the features stored in the recommendation record (200) and the features stored in the accessed state recommendation record (200).

6. The method (800) of claim 5, wherein retrieving the accessed state recommendation record (200) comprises:
   determining whether the accessed state recommendation record (200) is stored among the plurality of recommendation records (200); and
when the accessed state record is not stored among the plurality of recommendation records (200):

obtaining data associated with the accessed state of the native application (160) from the native application (160);
generating the accessed state recommendation record (200);
storing the accessed state recommendation record (200) among the plurality of recommendation records (200); and
retrieving the accessed state recommendation record (200).

7. The method (800) of claim 5, wherein each of the recommendation records (200) comprises a plurality of fields that respectively define the one or more features of the defined state, each field having a weight attributed thereto, the weight being attributed to the feature defined in the field, and wherein the score of recommended application resource identifier (104) is further based on the weights attributed to the one or more features defined in the recommendation record (200) of the recommended application resource identifier (104).

8. The method (800) of claim 1, wherein the recommendation request (102) comprises one or more request parameters, the request parameters defining a number of application resource identifiers (104) to include in the recommendation results (168) and/or types of application resource identifiers (104) to include in the recommendation results (168).

9. The method (800) of claim 1, where at least one of the application resource identifiers (104) is used to access a sponsored state of an application.

10. The method (800) of claim 1, where at least one of the application resource identifiers (104) is used to access a state of a different native application (160).

11. A recommendation engine (100) comprising:

   a network interface device (130) that communicates with external devices (300) over a network (195);
a storage device (120) storing a recommendation data store (122), the recommendation data store (122) storing a plurality of recommendation records (200), each recommendation record (200) respectively corresponding to a different state of one of a plurality of native applications (160) and storing an application resource identifier (104) to access the state of the native application (160); and

a processing device (152) that executes computer readable instructions, the computer readable instructions, when executed by the processing device (152), causing the processing device (152) to:

receive, via a network (195), a request (102) from a user device (150) executing a native application (160) indicated in the request (102), the request (102) indicating an accessed state of the native application (160) to which the native application (160) is set;

identifying, at the processing device (152), one or more categories of the accessed state of the native application (160);

identify a plurality of recommended application resource identifiers (104) based on features of the accessed state defined in an accessed state recommendation record (200) corresponding to the accessed state and stored in the recommendation data store (122), wherein each of the recommended application resource identifiers (104) references a different state of one of the plurality of native applications (160) and, when selected by the user, setting the referenced native application (160) to the different state, the plurality of applications including the native application (160) indicated by the application state indicator; and

for each of the recommended application resource identifiers (104):

identify one or more recommended categories (214) of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104); determine whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104) based on features of the accessed state and features of the state of the application, including at least one of the one or more categories of the accessed state and one or more recommended categories (214) of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104); and

when the different state is to be recommended, provide the recommended application resource identifier (104) in recommendation results (168) to the user device (150) via the network.
12. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 11, wherein the request (102) comprises an application resource identifier (104) that, when selected by a user, sets the native application (160) to the accessed state.

13. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 11, wherein determining whether to recommend the different state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104) comprises determining a score of the recommended application resource identifier (104) based on features of the state referenced by the recommended application resource identifier (104), including the one or more recommended categories (214), and the features of the accessed state, including the one or more categories (214), and wherein the determination to recommend the different state is based on the score.

14. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 13, wherein the request (102) further comprises a geo-location of the user device (150) and the score of each recommended application resource identifier (104) is further based on the geo-location.

15. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 13, wherein determining the score of each recommended application resource identifier (104) comprises:

   retrieving the accessed state recommendation record (200) from the recommendation data store (122) based on an accessed state resource identifier indicating the accessed state, the accessed state recommendation record (200) storing features of the accessed state;

   retrieving a recommendation record (200) storing the recommended application resource identifier (104) from the recommendation data store (122) based on one or more features stored in the recommendation record (200) and one or more features stored in the accessed state recommendation record (200); and

   determining the score of the recommendation record (200) based on the features stored in the recommendation record (200) and the features stored in the accessed state recommendation record (200).
16. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 15, wherein retrieving the accessed state recommendation record (200) comprises:

   determining whether the accessed state recommendation record (200) is stored among the plurality of recommendation records (200); and

   when the accessed state record is not stored among the plurality of recommendation records (200):

   obtaining data associated with the accessed state of the native application (160) from the native application (160);

   generating the accessed state recommendation record (200);

   storing the accessed state recommendation record (200) among the plurality of recommendation records (200); and

   retrieving the accessed state recommendation record (200).

17. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 15, wherein each of the recommendation records (200) comprises a plurality of fields that respectively define the one or more features of the defined state, each field having a weight attributed thereto, the weight being attributed to the feature defined in the field, and wherein the score of recommended application resource identifier (104) is further based on the weights attributed to the one or more features defined in the recommendation record (200) of the recommended application resource identifier (104).

18. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 11, wherein the recommendation request (102) comprises one or more request parameters, the request parameters defining a number of application resource identifiers (104) to include in the recommendation results (168) and/or types of application resource identifiers (104) to include in the recommendation results (168).

19. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 11, where at least one of the application resource identifiers (104) is used to access a sponsored state of an application.

20. The recommendation engine (100) of claim 11, where at least one of the application resource identifiers (104) is used to access a state of a different native application (160).
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9. Iowa - Another cold state to make Bankrate's list, Iowa retirees can enjoy low crime rates and high-quality healthcare. Retirees can take up classes at the University of Iowa or enjoy fine cuisine and outdoor recreation in the summer.

10. Virginia - One of the warmest spots on the U.S. list, Virginia has one of the lowest crime rates in the country. Norfolk, Va. is home to miles of beaches and sailing and kayaking in the Chesapeake Bay. The city is also home to an art museum, botanical garden and opera house.

The best state to retire in are a little surprising, according to Bankrate's latest ranking of best states to retire in.
9. Iowa: Another cold state to make the Brookings list, Iowa has one of the lowest crime rates and high-quality healthcare.

10. Virginia: One of the warmest spots on the list, Virginia has one of the lowest crime rates and high-quality healthcare.
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9. Iowa: Another cold state to make Bankrate’s list, Iowa boasts low crime and living costs and high-quality healthcare.

In the college town of Iowa City, Iowa, retirees can take up a class at the University of Iowa or enjoy free concerts and outdoor movie nights in the summer.

10. Virginia: One of the warmest spots on the list, Virginia has one of the lowest crime rates in the country. For seniors looking for a coastal lifestyle, Norfolk, Va is home to miles of beaches and sailing and kayaking in the Chesapeake Bay. The city is also home to an art museum, theater company and opera house.
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9. Iowa: Another cool state to make Bankrate's list, Iowa boasts low crime and living costs and high-quality healthcare.

In the college town of Iowa City, University of Iowa students can take up a class at the University of Iowa or enjoy free concerts and outdoor movie nights in the summer.

10. Virginia: One of the warmest spots on the list. Virginia has one of the lowest crime rates in the country. For seniors looking for a coastal lifestyle, Norfolk, Va., is home to miles of beaches and sailing. And, of course, living next to the Chesapeake Bay. The city is also home to an AD
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